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Appia and Craig- A revolution still in the making.
“Music by itself never expresses the phenomenon, but rather the intimate essence of the
phenomenon.” (Schopenhauer)
“The purpose of the work of art is to show some striking and essential quality- and therefore
some important idea- more clearly and more completely than real objects do. To accomplish
this, it takes a whole composed of interconnected parts and systematically modifies the
relationships among them.” (Taine)

Adolphe Appia (1862- 1928)
“He punched a hole in the ceiling of that box-like container for second-rate marvels; air came
in, and we saw the sky.” (Copeau)
Main Concepts and Ideas
Revolts against flat, painted backdrops.
Wants to see real, three dimensional objects on stage.
Believes all aspects of the production must be
controlled by the writers/composers meaning. The set,
therefore, must come out of the score
 Establishes a hierarchy of composer- musicperformer- setting
 Sees the scenic elements as extension of the actor. “A
play without an actor is a diorama”.
 “[Light] possesses all degrees of clarity, all
possibilities of color, all the variations of a palette.”
Does away with footlights and border lights.
 Light emphasizes the living and expressive quality of
human beings and breaks down barriers restricting
perception
 The setting should be an expression, rather then
illustration, at atmosphere, not a reality.
‘We shall no longer try to give the illusion of the forest, but the illusion of a man in the
atmosphere of the forest.’
The nature of scenic environment is determined by the type of movement required of the
actor.







Selective timeline
1881- Attends his first opera, Gounod’s Faust.
1882- Sees first Wagnerian opera,
Parsifal(picture on the right), at Bayreuth.
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1889- Apprentice at Dresden Hoftheater, studies painting and drawing.
1891- Begins intensive work on scenarios and designs for
Wagner’s Ring.
1895- Completes and publishes his first book Staging
Wagnerian Drama.
1899- Publishes Music and the Art of Theatre.
1906- First encounters Emile Jaques-Dalcroze, is intrigued
by eurhythmics (photo).
1911-13- Works at Hellerau Institute.
1922- New designs for Parsifal, collaborates on
Hamlet.(drawings below)
1923- Toscanini invites Appia to stage Tristan at La Scala.
1924- Works with Walterin on the Ring, opens in Basel
1925- Die Walkure is presented at Basel

Appia/ Craig relationship
Though they were linked together as early as 1913, Appia and Craig did not work
together, but they were familiar with each other’s work and corresponded with each other. They
met at an exhibit in 1914 and were amazed at the similarities in their work. Neither felt
exploited, but rather they felt as though they found someone who understands their theories
completely.
As timelines go, Appia published in 1899, Craig in 1905. Both believed that one
‘director’ should control the light, movement and music in order to create ‘a supreme union of all
art’. They also shared the need for atmospheric suggestions and realistic lights and shadows.
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Letter from Appia to Craig:
“My character and my temperament do not allow me the active life that my artistic faculties
would seem to call for. I work well only when I work alone; that is a fate I’ve gotten used to.”
Craig on Appia’s work:
‘How inviting it is, how gracious- how silent- how perfectly temperate- how good.’

Edward Gordon Craig (1872- 1966)

Main Concepts and Ideas
Finds inspiration in mystery plays and Roman



dramas.


Creates sky-like light effects thanks to Hubert
von Herkomer.



Believes in the unity of the whole.



Uses fabric to mask angles and corners, as well
as for special effects.



Experiments with masking inspired by
Japanese No Theatre.



Rejects stage directions.

The Actor and the Uber-Marionette
The argument: To achieve perfect movement the actor must be replaced by the perfect
instrument. The actor as a human being is not a material the designer/ director can calculate.
Only the director should give the actors personality.
Experiments: Puppets, cut-outs, and symbolical gesture.
CONCLUSION: UBER-MARIONETTE = ACTOR + FIRE – EGOISM
‘The perfect actor would be he whose brain could conceive and could show us the perfect
symbols of all which his nature contains.’
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Selective Timeline
1878-96- Actor. Roles include: Romeo, Hamlet, Gratiano and
Petruccio.
1897-99- Actor- Manager. Directs and plays leading roles.
Begins to design scenes for imaginary dramas.
1900-03- The Director. Directs and designs Masque of Love,
Acis and Galatea (illustrated left), The Vikings, Much Ado
About Nothing.
1904-12- The Author and Designer.
1906- Writes “The Actor and the Uber-Marionette”
1908- Designs Hamlet at Stanislavsky’s invitation.
1911- Publishes On the Art of Theatre.
1913+- Theorist. Continues publishing The Mask until 1929.

Conclusion
“…All that has been accomplished since 1900 in the renovation of our dramatic art… is due to
Appia.”(Jean Mercier)
“I want to leave behind me the seeds of the art.” (Craig)
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